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ABSTRACT: Colloidal nanoplatelets, quasi-two-dimensional quantum wells, have recently been
introduced as colloidal semiconductor materials with the narrowest known photoluminescence line
width (∼10 nm). Unfortunately, these materials have not been shown to have continuously tunable
emission but rather emit at discrete wavelengths that depend strictly on atomic-layer thickness.
Herein, we report a new synthesis approach that overcomes this issue: by alloying CdSe colloidal
nanoplatelets with CdS, we finely tune the emission spectrum while still leveraging atomic-scale
thickness control. We proceed to demonstrate light-emitting diodes with sub-bandgap turn-on
voltages (2.1 V for a device emitting at 2.4 eV) and the narrowest electroluminescence spectrum
(FWHM ∼12.5 nm) reported for colloidal semiconductor LEDs.
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In light emission, colloidal quantum confined nanostructures
have drawn considerable attention due to their high

emission efficiency and quantum-tuned emission spectra.1−5

Over the past two decades, syntheses of colloidal quantum dots
(CQDs) have been developed that cover continuously the
ultraviolet (UV), visible (vis), and near-infrared (NIR).4 With
quantum confinement in all three dimensions, CQDs exhibit a
bandgap that can be finely tuned by adjusting nanoparticle size;
however, they also suffer from inhomogeneous broadening6

introduced by uncontrolled size variations in all three
dimensions.
In the past few years, great strides have been made in the

synthesis of colloidal nanoplatelets (CNPLs). CNPLs show
confinement along one axis and can exhibit extremely narrow
emission line widths on the order of 10 nm.7−10 Through
careful synthesis, one can achieve atomically flat CNPLs and
therefore monolayer (ML) thickness control.8 This leads to
narrow emission resulting from minimal inhomogeneous
broadening.11

Sharp luminescence makes CNPLs promising for precise-
color displays and as high-density optical gain media.12,13 In
particular, CNPLs can potentially be applied as light sources for
3D laser projection where small FWHMs are necessary.14

However, CNPLs fail to provide continuous spectral tunability.
To illustrate, varying the number of monolayers in CdSe
CNPLs produces discrete emission wavelengths peaking at 460,
510, or 550 nm using 5, 6, or 7 ML.9 There have been efforts to
adjust the bandgap of the CNPLs finely through compositional

control; however, continuously tunable PL in CNPLs still has
yet to be shown.15,16

Herein, we retain CNPL emission sharpness, and add
continuous tunability. We do so by alloying while maintaining
fixed monolayer thickness. In this study, we demonstrate
emission covering the green to blue transition regime (513−
481 nm) via CdS-alloying of 6 ML CdSe CNPLs.
In synthesis, we introduce CdS components to the CdSe

CNPLs by using mixtures of elemental Se and S powders in
different molar ratios as the anion sources (see Supporting
Information for synthesis details). We focused on 6 ML thick
CdSe CNPLs because they emit at 510 nm, while 5 ML CdSe
CNPLs emit at 460 nm. Filling this gap completes a spectral
range in which the human eye is very color-sensitive.
Previous studies have demonstrated precise thickness and

shape (cubic/rectangular) control in CdSe CNPLs.8,9 In
contrast, CdS CNPLs generally lack thickness or shape
control.9,10 We started the synthesis of alloyed CNPLs from
a low S fraction and found that when we used a 3:1 ratio of Se
to S, we obtain CNPLs with regular dimensions similar to those
of pure CdSe CNPLs. When we further decrease the Se/S ratio
to 1:1, transmission electron microscope (TEM) imaging
revealed mostly CQDs rather than CNPLs.
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When we used previously reported CNPLs syntheses,17 we
found that there existed CQDs as a byproduct of the reaction.
These could be easily separated from the CNPLs due to their
better dispersibility in nonpolar solvents such as hexane.
Smaller size and weaker vander Waals forces between CQDs
explain this characteristic. However, CNPLs also show very
good colloidal stability at low concentrations. They can
therefore be selectively precipitated only when the CNPLs
are the dominant product of the reaction.
Consequently, we sought to develop a simple protocol to

synthesize CdSe1−xSx CNPLs with high yields at high S
fractions. We were able to achieve this with the use of larger
quantities of the precursors and with hexane injections. We
propose that these nonpolar solvent injections better stabilize
the CQDs in the supernatant and prevent their precipitation
during the washing process.
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements were

carried out to characterize the crystalline structure of the

alloyed CNPLs. As shown in Supporting Information Figure
S1, the synthesized CNPLs were confirmed to crystallize in a
zincblende structure and the lattice constant gradually
decreases with decreasing the Se/S ratio. Moreover, no
diffraction peak splitting was observed, confirming the
formation of CdSe1−xSx alloys. The actual Se/S ratios in the
CdSe1−xSx CNPLs, characterized by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), differ slightly from the Se/S ratios used
in synthesis (see Supporting Information Table S1). We
observe that the sulfur component of the alloyed CNPLs
exceeds the proportion in which it was included in the
precursors; for example, 3:1 precursor ratio (Se/S) yielded
CNPLs with 66% Se and 34% S. Hereafter, we identify different
CNPLs using the Se/S precursor ratio used for their respective
syntheses (e.g., 1:1). Because CNPLs show very low contrast in
bright-field transmission electron microscope (BF-TEM)
images, high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission
electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) was used for imaging

Figure 1. HAADF-STEM and STEM-EDX elemental mapping images of CdSe1−xSx CNPLs. (a−c) HAADF-STEM images of CNPLs with Se/S
ratio of 1:0, 3:1, and 1:1, respectively. Large atomic number differences between the CNPLs and the carbon support on TEM grids generate high
contrast in HAADF-STEM images that clearly show the regular and rectangular shaped thin CNPLs. (d,e) High-resolution STEM-EDX elemental
mapping of CNPLs with 1:1 Se/S ratio. Cd (blue), Se (green), and S (red) components are shown to be evenly distributed in the single CNPL.

Figure 2. Optical properties of CNPLs. (a) UV−vis absorption and (b) PL spectra of 1:0, 3:1, and 1:1 CdSe1−xSx CNPLs. Both the absorption peaks
from light/heavy-hole transitions and band-edge PL peaks shift to higher energies with increasing S fractions, indicating the widening bandgap. The
continuous evolution of absorption and PL peaks confirms that the thickness of the CNPLs remain unchanged. The inset is a photograph of the
CNPLs emitting under the UV lamp (∼355 nm).
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(Figure 1a−c). Our CdSe1−xSx CNPLs (1:0, 3:1, and 1:1) show
uniform morphology with typical lengths of 34 ± 4, 20 ± 4, and
48 ± 3 nm and widths of 12 ± 2, 8 ± 1, and 20 ± 2 nm,
respectively. The homogeneity of S and Se distributions in
CNPLs was confirmed by scanning transmission electron
microscope−energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-
EDX) elemental mapping (Figure 1d, e).
The optical properties of the CNPLs were characterized via

UV−vis absorbance and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy
(Figure 2). The bandgaps of alloyed CNPLs increase with
increasing S fractions. The first two exciton peaks from pure
CdSe CNPLs are related to light-hole and heavy-hole
transitions, and the splitting energy depends on the atomic
mass.9 With increasing S content, the absorption peaks
associated with the two transitions in 1:0 CNPLs tend to
merge into a single peak. Notably, the widths of the absorption
peaks become broader after alloying with CdS, indicating that
some amount of composition variation may occur within
CNPLs or among different CNPLs. The PL peaks continuously
blue shift from 513 to 501 nm, and 491 nm, which span the
emission gap of the 5 and 6 ML CdSe CNPLs. The
corresponding full width half-maximum (FWHM) of the PL
spectra are 8, 12, and 16 nm, respectively. The photo-
luminescence quantum yield decreases from 37 to 23% and to
10% in 1:0, 3:1, and 1:1 solution samples, respectively. This
indicates that the dangling bonds from the CdS component are
less well-passivated than those from the CdSe component.
Additionally, we show the optical characteristics of alloyed
CNPLs emitting at 481 nm (Supporting Information Figure
S2). The human eye is very sensitive to color change in this
regime, and thanks to the narrow emission bandwidth even a
change of 10 nm in emission wavelength can be clearly
observed (inset photograph in Figure 2a). As a result, the color

gamut in LCD displays can be significantly improved when
green emitters with narrow bandwidth are used.18

We proceeded to fabricate electroluminescent devices
employing CdSe1−xSx CNPLs. A thin layer of CNPLs is
stacked between organic and inorganic charge transport layers
(CTLs) to form a structure similar to the hybrid architectures
employed in CQD-LEDs.3−5,19−22 An inverted device structure
with such CTLs was chosen as it has shown promise in both
brightness and record efficiencies for CQD-LEDs3,4,22,23 while
enabling systematic engineering of CTLs in the device
fabrication process without degrading the CNPL layers. The
optimized structure is shown in Figure 3b, where solution-
processed ZnO functions as the electron transport layer (ETL)
while 4,4′-bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1′-biphenyl (CBP) acts as the
hole transport layer (HTL). ZnO is known to transport and
inject electrons22,23 efficiently into the emissive layer (EML).
To prevent electron−hole imbalance, a careful choice of

HTL is necessary to facilitate hole transport. To facilitate
selection of a suitable HTL candidate, UPS was carried out on
1:0 platelets (Supporting Information Figure S3) and the
conduction and valence bands were measured as −3.62 and
−6.05 eV, respectively. CBP with its deep HOMO at −6 eV is
well-aligned with the valence band of the platelets. Figure 3a
shows the energy band diagram of the device under zero-bias
and 2 V forward-bias according to the SCAPS24 simulator.
When we included the hole-injecting layer (HIL) MoO3, the
best performance was achieved. Other HILs screened included
4 ,4 ′ - cyc lohexy l ideneb i s[N ,N -b i s(4 -methy lpheny l) -
benzenamine] (TAPC) and N,N′-di(1-naphthyl)-N,N′-diphen-
yl-(1,1′-biphenyl)-4,4′-diamine (NPB). By using the inverted
structure, we were able to carry out sequential high-vacuum
thermal vapor deposition of CBP, MoO3, and the metal
contacts in a continuous manner, without having to interrupt
the procedure to deposit solution-processed layers in between.

Figure 3. CNPLs LED device architecture characterization. (a) Device under zero-bias and forward bias near turn-on voltage (2 V), modeled using
SCAPS. (b) Band diagram of the device. (c) Cross-sectional SEM imaging reveals different layers in the device and their respective thicknesses. (d)
AFM measurements allow characterization of roughness of the solution-processed layers. The measurement on the left is of the EML spin-coated on
top of the ETL (surface roughness Rq = 3.56 nm), whereas the measurement on the right is of the ETL only (surface roughness Rq = 1.74 nm).
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Cross-sectional SEM imaging of a device, Figure 3c, reveals
the thicknesses of different layers: 50 nm ZnO, 70 nm EML, 65
nm CBP, 10 nm MoO3, and a 100 nm metal contact (Ag or Al).
The thickness of the EML was measured independently using
atomic force microscopy (AFM) scratch test measurement
(Supporting Information Figure S4). The ZnO solution was
synthesized by a method previously reported.23 We found that
other ZnO methods, that is, sputtering, atomic layer deposition
(ALD), and ZnO nanoparticles,25 used in record CQD solar
cells do not offer similarly good LED performance. We posit
that slight shifts in band alignment and surface morphology
could affect electron injection efficiency and thus degrade these
other routes.
ZnO films were deposited via spin-coating onto a patterned

ITO/glass substrate at 2000 rpm for 30 s and baked at 350 °C
for 10 min. Subsequently, the CNPLs were spin-coated onto
the ZnO films at 1500 rpm for 20 s. AFM measurements
indicate surface roughness (Rq) of less than 5 nm (Figure 3d
and Supporting Information Figure S5).
Both ZnO and thermally evaporated CBP do not significantly

quench the emission from the adjacent nanoplatelets layer. The
average PLQY of the pure CdSe CNPL films on ZnO/ITO is
3−5%. Solution-processed CBP, and more generally, the use of
any other polar solvents, greatly reduced the photolumines-
cence of the CNPL films, and it is for this reason that we
avoided it. Fabricated devices were stored in a glovebox and
tested in a nitrogen environment. Devices were coated with SiO
to reduce humidity damage when tested in air.
Figure 4 shows the electroluminescence characteristics:

current density−voltage, EL spectra, luminance−voltage, and
current efficiencies for devices from pure and alloyed CNPLs.
Because of efficient direct exciton recombination from the

inverted structure22,23 our devices (see Figure 4b) have sub-
bandgap turn on voltages (<2.5 V) with luminance on the order
of 10−100 Cd/m2. The 3:1 CNPL devices were more sensitive
to high current and started to degrade at high current density
(∼10 mA/cm2). We observed no parasitic emission from any of
the other layers over the voltage range of our measurement.
As in previously reported CNPL LEDs,26,27 current

efficiencies remain low compared to CQD LEDs.3,22 From
PL lifetime measurements (Supporting Information Figure S6)
comparing both CNPLs on ZnO and CNPLs on glass, the
lifetimes do not vary greatly. Thus, the loss mechanism is not
caused by nonradiative energy transfer to the ETL. Ultrafast
picosecond energy transfer between CNPLs,28 leading to low
film PLQYs, is believed to be the dominant cause.
This work illustrates the narrowest tunable EL spectra

reported for colloidal semiconductor LEDs.26,27 The slight
broadening and red shifting of EL relative to the PL spectra is
associated with optical phonon coupling and quantum confined
stark effects previously shown in CQD and CNPL EL
devices.26,29,30

Through this Letter, we report a new synthesis approach to
introduce CdS components into CdSe CNPLs of fixed
thickness, thereby bridging the emission gap between CNPLs
of different thicknesses. Deploying low-cost, solution-processed
materials with an inverted LED design, for the first time we
demonstrate tunable LEDs with low turn on voltages and the
purest color emission reported for colloidal materials.
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Figure 4. CNPLs LED device performance characteristics. (a) Current density−voltage, (b) luminance−voltage, (c) luminance−current density, (d)
EL spectrum of 1:0 CNPL (blue), 3:1 CNPL (red), and 1:1 CNPL (black). Photograph of device and its electroluminescence (a, inset) is shown.
Turn-on voltage of the devices were 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 V for the 1:0, 3:1, and 1:1 CNPLs devices, respectively (showing sub-bandgap turn-on).
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